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Memorials of My Mother [Catherine King] and My Home Apr 19 2022
Patience, Princess Catherine Mar 18 2022 England anxiously awaits Prince Arthur's betrothed--the
Spanish princess who will be its future queen. But when Arthur dies not long after the wedding, Catherine
of Aragon's fate becomes uncertain. Will the king and Catherine's parents arrange a marriage with
Arthur's brother, Henry, or will she return to Spain a widow? Through all this turmoil, the young
princess's resolve remains unshaken. She will one day be England's queen . . . no matter how long it takes.
A Sister's Courage Nov 14 2021 Sacrifice When her mother passed away, Meg Parker was forced to
sacrifice her chance at love for the sake of her family. She hopes she will be able to live a full life once
again after her father remarries - until tragedy strikes a second time. Suddenly, Meg is facing a darker
future altogether. Struggles Lady Alice Langton is travelling the Yorkshire Dales, spreading the
suffragette message. Florence Brookes, the daughter of a prosperous grocer, accompanies her,
impassioned by the cause but seeking distraction from her own troubles. Appalled by their lack of
domestic skills, Meg decides to flee her old life and joins the two women as their maidservant as they
make their way to London. Strength When Meg is reunited with her old flame, she is hesitant about her
feelings for him - not least because of the rift this causes between her and Lady Alice. It's not until
Florence's actions land them in jeopardy that Meg realises she must find the courage to make a
heartbreaking choice.
Saving Ruby King Apr 07 2021 Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2020 by Ms. Magazine, USA Today
Book Riot, The Rumpus, Library Journal, PureWow, The Every Girl, Parade and more. “Forever and to
the end. That’s what they say instead of I love you.” When Ruby King’s mother is found murdered in
their home in Chicago’s South Side, the police dismiss it as another act of violence in a black
neighborhood. But for Ruby, it’s a devastating loss that leaves her on her own with her violent father.
While she receives many condolences, her best friend, Layla, is the only one who understands how this
puts Ruby in jeopardy. Their closeness is tested when Layla’s father, the pastor of their church, demands
that Layla stay away. But what is the price for turning a blind eye? In a relentless quest to save Ruby,
Layla uncovers the murky loyalties and dangerous secrets that have bound their families together for
generations. Only by facing this legacy of trauma head-on will Ruby be able to break free. An
unforgettable debut novel, Saving Ruby King is a powerful testament that history doesn’t determine the
present and the bonds of friendship can forever shape the future.
To the King (Classic Reprint) Mar 26 2020 Excerpt from To the King Are the people of England less
generous or just thari the 'peo-3 ple of Spain. Can you, who have exper1enced so much hf their b0unty,
for one moment apprehend, that if you threw your self upon them, they would not hail your Majesty once
more as the friend of the co.untry Your Majesty cannot think so. Banish the enemies of the constitution

from your councils. Turn from the vile tale-bearers, who are the only disturbers of your peace. Put your
trust in the people - dismiss your guards-mix with your subjects - appear once more the popular prince,
and the ardent blaze of public a?'ection will cast around your dia dem a brighter, purer' radiance, than the
re?ection of those arms which are now wielded by a hireling soldiery, and which would almost lead us to
believe that your Majesty's advisers are more anxious to rest your title on the sabres of your guards than
on the opinion of the people. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases,
an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We
do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
The Six Wives Of Henry VIII Sep 19 2019 Antonia Fraser's bestselling biography of Henry VIII's six
wives; a subject of enduring fascination. The six wives of Henry VIII - Catherine of Aragon, Anne
Boleyn, Jane Seymour, Anna of Cleves, Katherine Howard and Catherine Parr - have become defined in a
popular sense not so much by their lives as by the way these lives ended. But, as Antonia Fraser
conclusively proves, they were rich and feisty characters. They may have been victims of Henry's
obsession with a male heir, but they were not willing victims. On the contrary, they displayed
considerable strength and intelligence at a time when their sex supposedly possessed little of either.
The Secret Daughter Dec 15 2021 A heart-breaking and nostalgic family saga set around the launch of
Titanic. Perfect for fans of Dilly Court, Rosie Goodwin and Val Wood Will the secrets in her past protect
her from that fateful crossing? After her father is killed in the employ of an Earl, Phyllis Kimber's entire
future is called into question. But the Earl knows something about Phyllis that means she will always be
looked after . . . Lady's maid to American heiress Martha, Phyllis is her only confidant in England: she
knows Martha doesn't love the recently widowed Lord Melton, the man Martha's socially ambitious father
is determined she marries, but there's another secret - a secret that makes Phyllis give up everything to
protect her friend. As the Titanic prepares for its maiden voyage, Phyllis makes preparations to journey to
America with Martha and her family, but the secret she's keeping threatens to destroy all hope for a new
future. Unaware of the undiscovered secrets in her own past, Phyllis must decide where her loyalties lie . .
. unaware too of the tragedy that is about to unfold on that fateful crossing . . . Readers love Catherine
King's heart-breaking and nostalgic, Titanic-set novel: 'I was completely immersed in the way this story
unfolded . . . I shall be looking for more books by this same author' 'Brilliant read. Just couldn't put it
down!' 'Catherine King never fails to tell a great story' 'Love this author! Excellent read' 'Could not put it
down - better than watching TV'
The Lost Girl King Aug 11 2021 'The Lost Girl King echoes Lord of the Rings and Narnia, whilst being
original and fresh. It's sure to become a classic of its own' - Aisha Bushby, author of A Pocketful of Stars
'A glorious gulp of a summer adventure' - Piers Torday, author of The Lost Wild 'Nobody writes peril, wit
and wonder as well as Catherine Doyle ... a modern Diana Wynne Jones' - Dave Rudden, author of Irish
Children's Book of the Year, Knights of the Borrowed Dark ********** Amy and Liam Bell have been
packed off to stay at Gran's house in the wilds of Connemara for the summer. Out for a walk on the first
morning of their holiday, they trace the flight of a hawk to a nearby waterfall – only to watch the bird
disappear through it. Intrigued, the children follow and soon realise they've discovered the entrance to Tír
na nÓg, the legendary land of eternal youth. But they've been tricked. Almost immediately Liam is
captured by a troop of headless horsemen who take him to Tarlock, the ruling sorcerer of Tír na nÓg, who
is seeking the bones of a human child for a sinister new spell. Packed with edge-of-your seat adventure,
incredible imagination, humour and warmth, The Lost Girl King is the rare kind of story that has you
reading long past lights out.
A Daughter of the King Jun 21 2022 Paris, 1663. King Louis XIV sanctions a program to send destitute
women to Quebec to settle his new colony. They are called, "Daughters of the King." Jeanne Denot is one
of them. Of noble birth, she assumes a false identity and boards a ship to Canada, narrowly escaping death
at the hands of those closest to her. But when Jeanne encounters a mysterious stranger onboard, the course
of her life is altered forever. After braving turbulent seas and hardship in the New World, she decides to

risk everything to reclaim what is rightfully hers.
A Mother's Sacrifice Jan 16 2022 From the Sunday Times bestselling author, another gritty and
compelling saga in the vein of Dilly Court and Maggie Hope. Destitute. Quinta Haig is struggling to make
ends meet at Top Field with her ailing mother, Laura. Their small Yorkshire farm is run-down and
isolated and when the only way to take their goods to market is lost, Quinta is prepared to sacrifice almost
anything for both of them to survive. Coveted. Noah Bilton, a wealthy neighbour, has designs on Top
Field as well as ideas for the future of Laura and her daughter. He offers an uneasy solution to keep them
out of the workhouse, but Laura Haig will have nothing to do with it, or him. Deserted. Quinta finds love
against all odds, but is deserted at her most vulnerable. The hardships that follow give her a steely
determination to seek retribution from the man who has wronged her - but can revenge ever bring back
her happiness?
Kingdom of Hearts Jul 18 2019 With a simple twist of fate, a vulnerable young woman is unwillingly
thrust into a struggle for power, caught between an evil destructive duke and a handsome but withdrawn
king. From the harsh palace kitchens to the glittering bedchambers above, beautiful Catherine fights for
survival amid danger and intrigue. Brooding King Stefan keeps to his rooms, held captive by tortured
memories while Richard, Duke of Egravia, spins a web of betrayal and deceit. Plotting to steal the throne,
Richard gains control over the weak young prince and seduces Marie, the Prince’s wife. When Catherine
bursts onto the scene, the Duke’s plot unravels. Horrified, Richard watches as the King, awakened to life
by Catherine, regains his power. Frantically, Richard lures Marie into his plot to kill Stefan and implicate
Catherine. With the King alive but severely injured and Catherine locked in the dungeon awaiting death,
questions arise: why did Catherine’s mother kill herself so long ago; what secret sorrow tortures the King;
and what is the tie between Richard and Princess Marie? As Catherine struggles for her life and King
Stefan confronts his memories, the Prince draws upon his inner strength and the wisdom of an ancient
duke to save the throne.
Catherine Parr Dec 03 2020 "The sixth wife of Henry VIII was also the most married queen of England,
outliving three husbands before finally marrying for love. Catherine Parr was enjoying her freedom after
her first two arranged marriages when she caught the attention of the elderly Henry VIII. She was the
most reluctant of all Henry?s wives, offering to become his mistress rather than submit herself to the
dangers of becoming Henry?s queen. This only served to increase Henry?s enthusiasm for the young
widow and Catherine was forced to abandon her lover for the decrepit king" --Cover, p. 2.
A Tudor Tragedy Nov 02 2020 The Queen was accused of having been a woman of "abominable carnal
desires" who had craftily and traitorously misled her royal spouse into believing she was "chaste and of
pure, clean, and honest living." Worse still, she had followed "daily her frail and carnal lust" and had
actually "conspired, imagined, and encompassed" the final destruction of the King. This book is an
analysis of a life and a multitude of circumstances that culminated in violent death; a study of how chance
and personality, morality and adultery, deliberate malice and good intentions, when operating within the
limits set by environment, can create a single act in time, the swift descent of the executioner's axe.
Six Wives May 08 2021 Catherine of Aragon, the pious Spanish Catholic who suffered years of
miscarriages and failed to produce a male heir; Anne Boleyn, the pretty, clever, French-educated
'Protestant' whose marriage to Henry changed England forever; Jane Seymour, the demure and submissive
contrast to Anne's radical and vampish style; Anne of Cleves, 'the Mare of Flanders' whose short marriage
to the over-weight Henry followed a farcical 'beauty contest'; Catherine Howard, the flirtatious teenager
whose adulteries made a fool of the ageing King; Catherine Parr, the shrewd, religiously radical
bluestocking who outlived him...In this dazzling study, David Starkey gives a richly textured picture of
daily life at the Tudor Court from the woman's point of view. Above all, he establishes the interaction of
the private and public, and demonstrates how the Queens of Henry VIII were central in determining
political policy.
The King of Inventors Feb 05 2021 In this major biography, Catherine Peters explores the complicated
life of Wilkie Collins, the greatest of the Victorian "Sensation" novelists and author of the famous
Woman in White and The Moonstone. An intimate of Dickens and of the Pre-Raphaelites Holman Hunt
and Millais, Collins was called the "king of inventors" by his publisher. On the surface, he was charming,
unpretentious, and extremely good company, beloved by men and women. Beneath this façade, however,

he was a complex and haunted man, addicted to laudanum, and his powerful, often violent novels
revealed a dark side of Victorian life. He supported two common-law wives and their children, and as
Peters shows, he provoked scandal by refusing to cloak his complicated love affairs in the customary
hypocritical pretense of the period. Having discovered a hitherto unknown autobiography by Wilkie
Collins's mother, Peters draws on this document and on thousands of Collins's unpublished letters to
create this provocative picture of his life and times. She describes in detail the saga of his exhausting
struggle for better copyright protection for authors, especially for English authors in the United States.
She has also studied the manuscripts of his novels, plays, and stories, including those which he did not
complete, finding that some of his neglected novels turn out to be much more interesting than most
readers realize today. This edition of the book has been supplemented to include an appendix describing
Collins's "Tahitian" novel. Written when he was twenty, the manuscript of this work, Ioláni, was thought
to have disappeared, but it has recently been rediscovered and sold to a private collector. For any Collins
enthusiast, or for anyone interested in the literary history of the Victorian period, The King of Inventors
provides a vivid account of Collins's unusual personal life in the context of his literary and artistic
friendships and of newly revealed facts about the two women with whom he shared his "double life."
Originally published in 1993. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology
to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
Women Of Iron Aug 31 2020 Set against the harsh and gritty background of the Industrial Revolution,
this is a story of poverty and star-crossed love, of sexual exploitation and deceit, of greed, murder and
revenge. Luther Dearne has made a fortune wheeling and dealing with the wealthy ironmasters of South
Riding, and by cheating the Swedish shippers who bring their iron to sell in England. Rich, powerful and
apparently above the law, he has everything his heart desires - except children. When one day a woman
turns up in the tavern with an orphaned little girl for sale, Luther does not hesitate, he buys her. Little does
he know that Lissie, with her great beauty and mysterious origins, whom his wife hates at first sight, will
prove to be both his greatest joy and his deepest heartache - and finally his undoing.
The Sister Queens Oct 13 2021 Isabella de Valois was 3 years old when, on a hot August day in 1392, her
father suddenly went mad. Less than four years later, she was married by proxy to the English King
Richard II and arrived in England with a French retinue and her doll’s house. Richard’s humiliating
deposition and brutal murder by his cousin, the future Henry IV, forced Isabella’s desperate return to
France where she found her country fatally divided. Isabella’s sister, Catherine de Valois, became the
beautiful young bride of Henry V and is unique in history for being the daughter of a king, the wife of a
king, the mother of a king and the grandmother of a king. Like her sister, Catherine was viewed as a
bargaining chip in times of political turmoil, yet her passionate love affair with the young Owain Tudor
established the entire Tudor dynasty and set in motion one of the most fascinating periods of British
history. The Sister Queens is a gripping tale of love, exile and conflict in a time when even royal women
had to fight for survival.
Catherine of Aragon Jul 10 2021 Catherine of Aragon is an elusive subject. Despite her status as a
Spanish infanta, Princess of Wales, and Queen of England, few of her personal letters have survived, and
she is obscured in the contemporary royal histories. In this evocative biography, Theresa Earenfight
presents an intimate and engaging portrait of Catherine told through the objects that she left behind. A
pair of shoes, a painting, a rosary, a fur-trimmed baby blanket—each of these things took meaning from
the ways Catherine experienced and perceived them. Through an examination of the inventories listing
the few possessions Catherine owned at her death, Earenfight follows the arc of Catherine’s life: first as a
coddled child in Castile, then as a young adult alone in England after the death of her first husband, a
devoted wife and doting mother, a patron of the arts and of universities, and, finally, a dear friend to the
women and men who stood by her after Henry VIII set her aside in favor of another woman. Based on
traces and fragments, these portraits of Catherine are interpretations of a life lived five centuries ago.
Earenfight creates a compelling picture of a multifaceted, intelligent woman and a queen of England.

Engagingly written, this cultural and emotional biography of Catherine brings us closer to understanding
her life from her own perspective.
Catherine Howard Oct 21 2019 This historical novel has it all: sex and romance, violence and war,
infidelity and intrigue. Catherine Howard, the Duke of Norfolk's niece, is raised in the very free
atmosphere of her grandmother's palace. Here she becomes aware of her own sexuality and the exciting
effect she has on the men at court around her. She is also an unknowing part of her uncle's devious plan to
obtain more influence with the king - he pushes her onto the newly-divorced and lovesick King Henry
VIII who is looking for a fifth wife. Meanwhile, John Butcher has become a guard in the dreaded Tower
of London. He guards the king, witnesses the executions of Anne Boleyn and Thomas More and takes
part in the fighting in Ireland. However, when he returns to London, his meeting with Catherine Howard,
the king's fifth queen, produces unexpected and dramatic results. In D. Lawrence-Young's second Tudor
novel we learn how Catherine Howard's passionate nature mixed with the murky, deadly politics of the
Tudor court and a furious king produce a classic story of passionate love, disappointment and revenge on
a royal scale.
Stolen Passion Mar 06 2021 When Ellen Tucker enters into service at Redfern Abbey, a titled household,
she knows how lucky she is. All she wants is to work hard and rise up the ranks. Finding love is the last
thing on her mind - and then she meets Master Edward, the Earl's only son. As heir to the Redfern title,
Edward is fully aware of his responsibilities and where his future lies. He knows that Ellen, a maid, has no
place in that future but he can't fight his attraction to her. As their moments of stolen passion become
more intense, Ellen and Edward realise that they need to find a more permanent solution, whatever the
consequences . . . In this exclusive digital short story, Catherine King tells a passionate and heartrending
tale of a love affair that is determined to survive against all odds.
Slime King Jun 09 2021 Tying into the popular Makers Movement, Makers Make it Work is a series of
fun easy-to-read stories that focus on problem-solving and hands-on action. With bright, eye-catching art
and explanatory sidebars with additional information on the topic, these books show kids how to use their
hands, their heads, their creativity, and their problem-solving skills to overcome every challenge facing
them. Leo is the king of slime. He even has his own slime-making business! His parents just ask him to
keep up his grades. The only problem? Science class! With the Makers Make It Work series, any kid can
be a Maker! Each book also includes an activity for young makers to try themselves. (Topic: Chemistry)
Young and Damned and Fair May 20 2022 England July 1540: it is one of the hottest summers on record
and the court of Henry VIII is embroiled, once again, in political scandal. Anne Cleves is out. Thomas
Cromwell is to be executed and, in the countryside, an aristocratic teenager named Catherine Howard
prepares to become fifth wife to the increasingly unpredictable monarch... In the five centuries since her
death, Catherine Howard has been dismissed as 'a wanton', 'inconsequential' or a naive victim of her
ambitious family, but the story of her rise and fall offers not only a terrifying and compelling story of an
attractive, vivacious young woman thrown onto the shores of history thanks to a king's infatuation, but an
intense portrait of Tudor monarchy in microcosm: how royal favour was won, granted, exercised,
displayed, celebrated and, at last, betrayed and lost. The story of Catherine Howard is both a very dark
fairy tale and a gripping political scandal.
Catherine Parr Jun 28 2020 Romantic, chaotic and terrifying, Catherine Parr's life unfolds like a
romance novel. Married at seventeen to the grandson of a confirmed lunatic and widowed at twenty,
Catherine chose a Yorkshire lord twice her age as her second husband. Caught up in the turbulent terrors
of the Pilgrimage of Grace in 1536, she was captured by northern rebels, held hostage and suffered
violence at their hands. Fleeing to the south shortly afterward, Catherine took refuge in the household of
Princess Mary and in the arms of the king's brother-in-law, Sir Thomas Seymour. Her employment in
Mary's household brought her to the attention of Mary's father, the unpredictable, often-wed Henry VIII.
Desperately in love with Seymour, Catherine was forced into marriage with a king whose passion for her
could not be hidden and who was determined to make her his queen.
Catherine of Aragon Jan 24 2020
The Six Wives of Henry VIII Jul 22 2022 Henry VIII, King of England and Ireland in the first half of
the 16th century, is one of history's most famous monarchs for many reasons. He ruled ruthlessly, was
quick to cry "treason!" and execute, and equally quick to fall in and out of love. Henry changed the

religious fabric of England forever and left his mark on the wider world.
King of the Swamp Sep 24 2022 McDarkly lives quietly all on his own, growing orchids in his dank
swamp, until one day his peace is disturbed by an arrogant king who wants to turn the swamp into a
roller-skate park. McDarkly has ten days to prove that the swamp isn't damp and dark, but an enchanted
world. Can he do it, or will he risk losing his home forever? A striking and unique story that shows us that
beauty can be found in even the darkest of places.
Catherine of Braganza Sep 12 2021 Catherine of Braganza, a Portuguese princess, married Charles II in
1662 and became the merry monarch's Restoration queen. Yet life for her was not so merry - she put up
with the king's many mistresses and continuous plots to remove her from the throne. She lived through
times of war, plague and fire. Catherine's marriage saw many trials and tribulations including her inability
to produce an heir. Yet Charles supported his queen throughout the Restoration, remaining devoted to her
no matter what. Outliving her husband, she ended up back in her home country and spent her final days as
queen-regent of Portugal.
The Eyes of a King Aug 23 2022 Five-year-old Cassius escaped the brutal assassination of his parents, the
king and queen of Malonia, and was exiled to modern-day England. Now fifteen, Cassius continues to be
hidden in England under the protection of his tutor, the great Alderbaran, who's ancient prophecy says
that Cassius will, one day, return and claim his rightful place on the throne. At the same time, fifteenyear-old Leo remains in Malonia where a repressive dictatorial regime under the new king, Lucien,
followed the assassination. One day Leo discovers a wonderful book in which parts of an epic story
appear each day - a remarkable story that reveals the secrets of the prophecy, the assassination and how
they are connected to Leo's own family history.
The Spanish Bride Feb 17 2022 The queen who married a Tudor and a tyrant. Her name was Catherine.
For over two decades, she was Queen of England, until her failure to bear the king a son, her advancing
age, and King Henry VIII's obsession with Anne Boleyn cost Catherine the crown, her marriage, and her
life. This is her story, told from the point of view of Estrella de Montoya, her trusted maid of honor, who
traveled from Spain to England with her, and witnessed the triumphs and tragedies of her amazing life.
Catherine de Medici Jan 04 2021 Describes the life and accomplishments of the queen who worked to
achieve peace between French Protestants and Catholics during the reigns of her husband, King Henry II
of France, and her sons.
Charles: the Heart of a King Oct 25 2022 "The Sunday Times Top Ten Bestseller '(The book that) made
headlines around the world.' Independent He has lived his whole life in the public eye, yet he remains an
enigma. He was born to be king, but he aims much higher. A landmark publication, Charles: The Heart of
a King reveals Prince Charles in all his complexity: the passionate views that mean he will never be as
remote and impartial as his mother; the compulsion to make a difference and the many and startling ways
in which the heir to the throne of the United Kingdom and fifteen other realms has already made his mark.
The book offers fresh and fascinating insights into the first marriage that did so much to define him and
an assessment of his relationship with the woman he calls, with unintended accuracy, his 'dearest wife':
Camilla. We see Charles as a father and a friend, a serious figure and a joker. Life at court turns out to be
full of hidden dangers and unexpected comedy. Poignant, funny and often surprising, the first significant
study of the Prince in over a decade reveals a man in sight of happiness yet still driven by anguish and a
remarkable belief system, a charitabl
A Daughter's Love May 28 2020 Duty Nell Goodman is a good daughter. Her job in the local brewery is
the only thing keeping her and her mother afloat. But with her mother becoming increasingly eccentric
and requiring more and more attention, Nell is starting to feel the burden of her responsibilities. Dreams
When Nell goes to George Wilmot, the brewery's owner, for help he offers her a job as a live-in servant at
Wilmot Grange. And then she begins to grow closer to Devlin, George's son, and it looks like Nell's luck
is finally changing. Despair An unwelcome discovery and a tragedy mean that things suddenly change.
Devlin pulls away from Nell, her mother's behaviour is becoming worse, and there are secrets around
every corner. Somehow Nell is at the heart of all the drama and yet she has no idea of the part she is
supposed to play . . .
The Pink Fairy Book Aug 19 2019 The Pink Fairy Book is a collection of fairy tales and folk tales by
Andrew Lane. It includes classic fairy tales that are sure to surprise modern audiences but are a treat for

children and adults alike. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally formatted for e-readers with a
linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion
questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to
hear what you have to say about it. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates
books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime love of
reading, no matter what form it takes
The Orphan Child Oct 01 2020 Little Sarah is found in the snow: an orphaned new-born baby. She is
taken in at Meadow Hall in South Riding, Yorkshire, to be trained as a scullery maid. Feisty and
headstrong, at fourteen Sarah decides to run away. Dressed as a boy, she meets good-hearted Aidan and
impulsive Danby, forming an unlikely but happy trio. When Sarah is found out, Aidan knows she can not
live with two young men and reluctantly takes her to the workhouse. He plans to rescue Sarah just as soon
as he can, but something keeps Aidan from his promise . . . Reunited as adults, but now strangers, Sarah
holds a secret about Danby, Aidan and her unborn child. But can she do what is right for her baby, even if
it means losing the love of her life?
The King's Nun Dec 23 2019 An eighth-century intellectual, Amelia of Ardennes finds her calling as a
novice in the cloistered world of the Münster-Bilzen Abbey, until Charlemagne, the most powerful man in
Europe, visits the abbey and selects her to become his trusted advisor, a position that forces Amelia to
choose between her growing affections for the king and her devotion to her spiritual calling. Original.
30,000 first printing.
The Books of King Henry VIII and His Wives Feb 23 2020 "In this new book, James P. Carley, a
leading scholar in the emerging field of book history, describes Henry VIII's libraries and shows their key
role in providing a more intimate understanding of this seemingly familiar monarch and his consorts. The
books of the wives, moreover, show them to have been as independent and innovative as the king himself.
The extensive illustrations allow us to examine both the bindings and the contents of the collection, and
also provide us with examples of his immediate voice in the form of the marginalia that he inserted into
his books."--BOOK JACKET.
Ann Boleyn The Queen's Consort Apr 26 2020 Ann Boleyn joins the Royal Court of King Henry VIII and
Queen Catherine of Aragon. The King immediately takes a fancy to her and attempts to make Ann his
new Queen. He successfully manages to divorce Catherine of Aragon and then marries her. After falling
out of favour with Ann, he then finds ways to plot against her and has her tried for incest, witchcraft and
adultery, to which she was convicted of. She then finds her last days in the tower, before her execution.
Without A Mother's Love Nov 21 2019 Abandoned. Olivia Copley is an orphan. Sent to live with her
uncle, the ruthless mine owner Hesley Mexton, she soon discovers that a house ruled by men can not only
be desperate: it can be cruel. Humiliated. A new governess, Harriet Trent, offers Olivia a glimpse of hope.
But Harriet's past is full of secrets and, alone and without protection, Olivia realises that Hexley Mexton
will take full advantage of her vulnerability - despite her governess's protests. Determined. Starved of
love, Harriet and Olivia form a bond that helps them to endure their harsh conditions. But, when forced to
fight for their freedom, will they survive in the outside world and find the courage to defy the man that
seeks to hold them captive?
Catherine de Valois Jul 30 2020 In 1401, Catherine de Valois seemed like just another daughter to King
Charles VI of France and his wife, Queen Isabeau of Bavaria, doomed to live forever in obscurity. That is
until she became the excuse King Henry V of England needed in order to declare war with France. Caught
between her father's mental illness and both a civil war at home and war with England, Catherine found
the eyes of the Christian world fixed upon her. Shakespeare would tell her story in his grand history play
"Henry V," concealing the real woman she was. Discover the real Catherine and how this young woman
of courage, conviction, and peace changed not just her 15th century world, but the lives of every British
and American woman and man born since. Based on primary source accounts supplemented by research
from the BBC. A creative non-fiction biography for children and teens.
The Lost And Found Girl Jun 16 2019 Promises Beth thought marrying gentleman farmer Edgar Collins
would rescue her from a life of endless servitude, but her future would be bleaker than she could ever
imagine . . . Pain When the legitimacy of her twin babies is questioned, the tiny infants are sent far away.
James is adopted by Edgar's uncle, the very wealthy Lord Redfern, master of Redfern Abbey. But Daisy is

sent to a cold-hearted childless couple who raise her to be a maid, rather than a daughter. Passion When
Daisy, at sixteen, finally escapes her hard life with her adoptive brother Boyd, they arrive at the Abbey to
seek work. Little does Daisy know that her flesh and blood is the next in line to be lord of the Abbey.
There is a strange connection between Daisy and James, something they can neither explain nor ignore.
But will the truth be discovered in time?
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